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INTRODUCTION

Major technological innovations brought to
the new UP3 and UP2-800 reprocessing plants
of COGEMA LA HAGUE and also to the JNFS
FOKKASHO plant concern the head-end process.
The continuous process designed allows for
high throughputs whilst meeting stringent
safety requirements.

The head-end of each plant includes two lines
for each operation in order to guarantee
availability.

This paper presents the T1 head-end facility
of the UP3 plant (see figure I) as well as
the few adaptations implemented in the
WJKKASHO Reprocessing Plant to fulfill the
particular design requirements in Japan.
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Fig, 1 Shearing & Dissolution
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HEAD-END PROCESS TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEW LA HAGUE
REPROCESSING PLANT

Basket transfer and fuel feeding
Baskets containing fuel elements are

transferred from the storage pool by a basket
cart moving in a channel between the storage
pool and the head-end facility (fuel feed
call).

Each fuel element is lifted and handled
vertically from th» basket by a tilting
machine. The fuel element is identified by
direct reading (cameras) of an identification
number engraved on the fuel head.

The tilting machine transfers the fuel
element to the burn-up monitoring pit, where
it moves continuously at reduced speed in
front of 3»mm« detectors and neutron
counters, with measurement signals integrated
during the downward and upward travel steps.

Gamma spectrometry measurements are
obtained for two opposite faces of each
assembly by germanium detectors. Neutron
emission is also counted separately for the
other two opposite faces of the assembly by
fission chamber neutron counter.

Shearing
The shearing machine benefits from the

wide experience gained by SGN in the design
and construction of several such machines,
mainly UP2 (HAO) and TOKAI reprocessing
plants. Complementary tests performed by CEA
have allowed an optimisation of the main
parts of the UP3 equipment.

In UP3 plant, each shearing unit is
designed to process both PWR and BWR fuel
elements. Their general purpose is to
separate the end pieces from the fuel rod
bundle, and to cut the rod bundle into short
pieces about 35 mm long, in order to allow
fissile material dissolution inside the
lircalloy cladding.

The shearing machine built to perform
this task is shown in figure 2. Its internal
parts can be described briefly as follows :

— a horizontal magazine which receives the
fuel elements from the tilting crana:this
magazine is associated to a pushing
device adapted to each type of fuel
element, which helps to control the
position of the fuel element,

two gags designed to hold the bundle
firmly during cuttino of the rods, and
which prevent the U ,-ods from slipping
during fuel element t- Ung,

- an end-pieces blade on the nose of the
blade-holder cart, and a counter-blade
fixed to the frame to separate the end
pieces from the bundle, and drop them
towards the rinsers.

a blade for the rods with several hooks
designed to smooth the cutting efforts,

a deflector helps to guide the chopped
pieces towards the dissoivor chute,

- a blade-holder cart which can be remotely
removed from above for blade
maintenance:this cart is equipped with
special rollers to prevent powder
infiltration,

- a gas-blowing system to prevent dust from
depositing on the roller runways.

Dissolution
Dissolution is performed in a continuous

rotary dissolver, consisting of a slab tank
containing a wheel with twelve buckets, fed
successively and sequentially with the
chopped pieces. In the lower part, buckets
are immersed in the solution, and at the top
the buckets are unloaded as late as possible
to complete their drainage.

The rotary dissolver comprises the
following components.

A fixed slab tank made of zirconium
fitted with external stiffeners to prevent
any distortion incompatible with criticality
safety requirements. The tank is equipped
with process pipes and chutes, pulsator
designed to push metallic scraps towards the
bottom of the tank, heating and cooling
devices including foam breakers just above
the liquid level.

Fig. 2 Shearing

Mobile
following :

parts which include the

The cover, ensuring containing of
dissolver offgas to the outside by means
of a hydraulic seal.

A recycling air lift, supported by the
cover and which sucks up metallic scraps
which may fall to the bottom of the tank
and recycles them in an immersed bucket.



Driva m«chanism ensuring wheel rotation,
angular positionning and positive
locking.

A welded assembly under the cover and
bearing several components :

rollers supporting the wheel.
. the end of the loading chute above the

buckecs in the loading position,
. a hopper which conveys the hulls to

the discharge chute,
the wheel, one side of which has a
bevel gearing, ensuring drive by a
pinion:the inner part of the rim bears
on the rollers, which also guide the
wheel, and the outer side has a plate
to which the twelve buckets are fixed.

The mobile parts can be raised to provide
tasy access for remote maintenance, both for
the mechanical parts and the tank.

Fig. 3 Continuous dissolver

End pieces and Hulls management Hulls rinsing system
The hulls unloaded from the dissolver

fall into a continuous rinser designed to act
as a hydraulic seal for the containment of
the dissolver offgases, and to complete the
hull rinsing.

This special unit consists of a
cylindrical vessel in which the end of the
hull discharge chute is immersed thus
providing a hydraulic seal. A spiral ramp is
fixed to the inner wall of the vessel. The
vessel is actuated with a reciprocating
rotary movement around its vertical axis,
this rotation comprising forward motion,
rapid braking and slow return. The hulls
ascend the spiral ramp under the inertia
effect up to their outlet.

The vessel is fed continuously with a
rinse solution, supplied through a spray
nozzle above an emerged part of the ramp.

End pieces rinsing system
The end pieces leaving the shearing machine
fall into a batch rinsing system consisting
of two rinse tanks interconnected by a
transfer duct. The first tank is used for the
hot acid rinse and the second for the cold
water rinse. Each tank is equipped with an
opening basket and associated handling
system.

Packaging
At the outlet of the rinsers, the end
fittings and hulls simultaneously reach a
stainless steel drum. The full drum is
monitored in an active neutron measurement
device to measure the residual fissile
materials entrained.

It is then filled with cement grout,
externally decontamined, tested by smear, and
blocked by a welded lid before storage.

Offqas treatment
The dissolution offgas treatment

comprises a dust scrubber, a condenser, a
series of nitrous fume absorption columns, a
caustic scrubber which retains most of the
iodine, and filters designed to remove the
residual iodine and aerosols before the gases
are discharged through the stack.

The liquids leaving the dissolver are
treated in a desorber to remove the residual
iodine entrained and to expel virtually all
the iodine in the gases.

These desorbers are slab evaporators with
several compartments, designed to extract the
iodine in the presence of NOx and air
injection (gas/liquid cross-current system).

The recombined acid leaving the condenser
and the recombination columns is also treated
previously with contarcurrant air in a packed
column to prevent iodine reflux.

Note also that special attention is paid
to the pressure control in the dissolver by



introduction of air in the hulls (-«cycling
•ir-Uft.

Clarification
Th0 clarification step is performed in a

Robatel DPC 900 pendular centrifuge. This
equipment is derived from the DPC BOO
implemented at UP2-HAO. Tests performed by
CEA allowed an optimization of main functions
(declogging and rinsing operations ;
stability in rotation ; flability...).

This design offers the following
characteristics :

- All mechanical parts needing maintenance
(motor, bearing, hydraulic dampers,
support, controls...) are separated from
the radioactive solution by a shielding.

Bowl, siphons and declogging ramps can be
removed under shielding.

The bowl includes two different parts:an
upper cylindrical part for settling, and
• lower conical slab for rinsing.

The design of the bowl allows solid End
liquid rise to the cylindrical part as speed
is increased. This design offers the
possibility to separate liquid and solid, and
thus corresponds to an in situ rinsing
operation.

UPS PERFORMANCE

The T1 facility described above has
yielded excellent results since the startup
of UP3 on 23 August 1990.

In 1990 this progressive startup has
resulted in the reprocessing of 125 t of PWR
fuels irradiated between 15.000 and 34,000
MWd/t and mainly received from the Japanese
reactors OHI 1, MIHAMA-3. TAKAHAMA 2. The
production rate has reached the nominal
capacity of 4 t/day.

The nuclear measurement systems have
operated satisfactorily, especially burnup
monitoring and fissile content measurement in
the hulls.

The shear has operated as expected in
terms of cutting efforts. Oust deposition has
been low and it has not yet been necessary to
replace the blade.

The dissolver and hull and end-piece
rinsers have yielded excellent results in
terms of performance. On all the drums
produced (more than forty), the measurement
of fissile material losses has been lower
than the guaranteed levels. All the drums
produced have been cemented, decontaminated
and stored (each drum contains structural
parts of about five assemblies).

The DPC 900 centrifuges has also
demonstrated excellent operation. They have

performed over thirty automatic
declogging/rinsing cycles.

Offgas treatment his also achieved
objectives in terms of iodine trapping NOX
recombination and gas decontamination.

HEAD END PROCESS TECHNOLOGY IN JAPAN

The design of the head end facility of
ROKKASHO Reprocessing Plant, of which design
throughput is the same 800 t/y as UP3, is
essentially equivalent to that of UP3.
However, some alternatives are adopted and
some additions are made in ROKKASHO
Reprocessing Plant to fulfill the particular
design requirements in Japan.

In addition, UP3 operating experiences
will be properly reflected in the design of
ROKKASHO Reprocessing Plant, where possible.

Modification in ROKKASHO Reprocessing Plant

Fuel Handling before Shearing
The burn-up measuring pit will not be
prepared in the head-end facility, since
burn-up of each fuel assembly is measured at
the pit in the fuel receipt facility. The
principle of the burn-up monitor is similar
to that of UP3.

Each fuel assembly is identified by the
identification number on the fuel head, prior
to shearing, when lifted from the basket by
the tilting machine, to confirm its burn-up.

Consideration in Dissolution
The expected burn-up and the initial
enrichment of the assembly average are 55,000
MWd/t maximum and 5% maximum respectively in
Japan, whereas the design values were
specified as 33,000 MWd/t and 3.5K in France.
In order to prevent the criticality of the
dissolved fuel, it is required to add
gadolinium into the continuous dissolver in
ROKKASHO Reprocessing Plant, during the
processing of the spent fuel with certain
severe condition.

Treatment of Hulls and End Pieces after
Rinsing
Whereas the hulls and end pieces are treated
and solidified by cement in the drum in
France, these wastes in ROKKASHO Reprocessing
Plant will be filled with water in the drums
and placed in the water pool as an
intermediate storage. The method of final
treatment is left undetermined so that the
most appropriate method can be selected after
carefully studying the various treatment
options which will be available in the
future.
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liquidleaving the dissolver wilt be
treated in two iodine dasorbers placed in
seri»* to provida additional margin.

Th» dissolution offgas treatment is composad
of a NOX absorption unit and an Iodine
rwnoval and offgas purification unit. The
former unit compris»» condensers and NOX
absorbers similar to UP3. whila th» latter
unit is provided with the dry type Iodine
removal method, based on German technology,
and comprises Iodine desorbing columns,
heaters. Iodine filters, miscellaneous
filters and fans.

Other feature
Head end demonstration test is now

underway in order that the French technology
be transferred smoothly by the Japanese
industries, especially on the following
items.

(1) Verification of the aseismic design of
the continuous dissolver.
This was carried out by seismic test
using 1/1.8 scale model. As a result, the
seismic strength and reliability of th»
structure were verified.

(2) Demonstration of Manufacturing practices
of the Shearing Machine and the
Continuous Oissolver.
This was carried out by manufacturing a
shearing machine and a dissolver with the
same design and material as the plant
use.

(3) Operability. Controlability and
Maintenability of the Head End Facility.
These items are being underway with the
nead end facility, comprising a tilting
machine, a shearing machina, a continuous
dissolver, a hull rinser, an end piece
rinser, of which the design is the same
with that of the actual plant.

The detail of the head end demonstration
test is described in another paper
presented to this conference.
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***
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